DA NANG
Vietnam’s most dynamic city is an easy one to like. Five-star resorts, golf courses and heritage sites are sprinkled along the coast, around the Han River and beneath the Hai Van Mountains.

QUY NHON
Quy Nhon’s charms are still under the radar, but its bays and beaches are firm favourites among local beach-goers. Book a resort on the sand and escape from the world for a few days.

NHA TRANG
Nha Trang has strong roots in fishing and aquaculture, and this seaside paradise is heaven for holiday makers, with attractive bars, luxurious resorts and excellent water sports.

PHU QUOC
Vietnam’s largest island has it all, from award-winning spas to Instagrammable bars, seafood feasts to scuba diving sites. Don’t leave without exploring the gorgeous An Thoi Islands.

COAST AND ISLANDS in Vietnam
Hit the hottest beaches up and down Vietnam’s s-shaped coast with this easygoing itinerary.

DAY 1
Unwind in the pool or spa, stroll Han River after dark.

DAY 2
Visit Marble Mts. and catch the train to Quy Nhon.

DAY 3
Soak up the local fishing culture in Quy Nhon’s quiet bays, relax on the sand or with a massage, and enjoy some of Vietnam’s freshest seafood.

DAY 4
Take a four-hour ride to sunny Nha Trang.

DAY 5
Go sight-seeing, mud-bathing and beach-hopping.

DAY 6
Transfer in HCMC and fly on to Phu Quoc.

DAY 7
Take tour of Phu Quoc to visit the island’s memorable pagodas, fish sauce factories and bee farms, and end the day at a beautiful beach bar.